Abstract. Vibration fault diagnosis of hydroelectric unit was investigated using method of least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) and Dempster-Shafer theory (D-S Theory). Spectrum and amplitude characteristic was acted as eigenvector of learning samples to train the constructed LS-SVM regression and classifier for realizing mapping relationship between the fault and the characteristic. Information fusion was realized after completing local diagnosis, and then fault diagnosis was achieved. Experiments show that the method has a rapidly diagnostic process and generalization performances. It is suitable for the vibration fault diagnosis of hydroelectric unit.
Introduction
As effective tool solving complicated non-linear problem, artificial neural network has been used widely in diagnosing equipment faults field [1] , and is another artificial intelligence technology applied to hydroelectric unit fault diagnosis field following expert system [2] . But the neural network technology is only a kind of heuristic technology depending on experience, lacking the solid theoretical foundation. Its learning process adopts the empirical risk minimization principle, and it is apt to fall into the local minimum and is of weak generalization ability.
In addition, the complexity of its algorithm is affected greatly by complexity of network structure and sample complexity, and these shortcomings have already further restricted the application and development of the artificial neural network in the intellectual fault diagnosis field. The support vector machine (SVM) proposed by V. Vapnik has received more and more attention in recent years. SVM is a new machine learning method aimed at small samples, on the basis of statistics learning theory and structural risk minimization principle. It is of terse mathematical operator, intuitionistic geometry, outstanding study performance and popularizing ability. It can overcome the above-mentioned defects of the neural network and has gained widely application in pattern recognition, regression analysis and function approximation [3] .
In order to improve SVM calculation speed, the least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) scheme has been proposed by Suykens et al on the basis of standard SVM [4] . SVM have the advantages of quick calculation speed and strong generalization ability, and Dempster-Shafer theory (D-S theory) [5] has better disposing ability to uncertain information. In order to improve diagnosis reliability and accuracy, in this paper a classified and open fault diagnosis model for Hydro-turbine Generating Unit is put forward based on SVM and D-S theory and a classifier, and regression set is constructed based on LS-SVM.
Classification and Regression Theory of LS-SVM
Standard SVM. The main idea of SVM datum classification is t o map a data sample to a n R imensions (dimensions perhaps very high) high character space from originally space m R dimensions by using a nonlinear mapping , then to divide the dots of training samples by optimal hyperplane in high dimensions character space, and to make the dots far from the optimal hyperplane as possible.
The nonlinear classification algorithm is as follows [5] 
Where,  is penalty degree while beyond control error of samples.
The solution of this convex quadratic programming can be solved by solving its dual problem, i.e: in high dimensions can be replaced by using a kernel function ( , )
that meets mercer condition in input space, and the concrete form of nonlinear mapping is not necessary (away from the dimension avalanche).
LS-SVM classification (SVC).
Training standard SVM is required solve convex quadratic programming, and the optimal solution is exclusive. But its algorithm complexity depends on the number of samples. The sample is the bigger in data amount, the slower the computational speed is, the greater the memory demand is. Considering function complexity and fitting errors, and according to structural risk minimization principle, LS-SVM is a redefining optimization by use of changing constrained condition (3) of standard SVM into equality and cost function [6] . That is:
For optimal formula (4), drawn into Lagrange function, the follow equation can be obtained. 
The optimization of standard SVM is transformed into solving above-mentioned linear equation. This linear equation can be solved by least square method, simplify computational complexity. Therefore, LS-SVM has a faster training speed than standard SVM.
LS-SVM regression (SVR).
The solving method of SVM can be applied to solve regression problem and the main character of maximum interval algorithm can be hold. But the regression of LS-SVM adopts least square regression (ridge regression). As the classification algorithm, LS-SVM regression also is an optimization by changing the inequality constrained condition (3) of standard SVM into equality and cost function [7] . 
Fault Diagnosis System Model
Fault character space is decomposed into different character subspaces, i.e. fault character space is decomposed into vibration frequency spectrum and amplitude spectrum, and the whole fault space is decomposed into generator fault subspace, rotator bearing fault subspace and flow passage component subspace. Every character space and fault space adopt respectively a LS-SVR to carry out a mapping from each character subspace to fault space, and to achieve initial diagnosis for fault character layer. And then design a LS-SVC to carry out decision diagnosis classification after initial diagnosis fusion.
The reasons of selecting LS-SVR are that the real value of initial diagnosis output has a meaning of denoting current fault classification accuracy, in generally, the real value is bigger and the classification result is more credible; and if only using 0 and 1 two valued vector as input of the SVM final decision, assuring to obtain a good generalization of SVM out is very difficult.
The essential of information fusion is a process that different evidence composes new evidence in the same frame. The scheme diagram of fault diagnosis system model of hydropower generating unit is given in Fig 1. The diagnosis process of fault diagnosis system model based on LS-SVM and information fusion scheme of hydropower generating unit is as follows.
(1)To ready training set and test set, using learning sample of two character spaces to training each SVR; (2)Fusion result of SVR output is as input of SVM to train SVC; (3)The diagnosis system is tested by using test sets.
Case Analysis of Fusion Diagnosis
Diagnosis case. In order to validate the availability of fusion diagnosis scheme based LS-SVM and D-S theory, the 5 familiar faults of hydropower generating unit i.e. unbalance of rotator, eccentricity of rotator, movement collision, vortex of draft tube and Karman vortices, are introduced as a fault diagnosis domain, and compose identification frame
On the basis of fault mechanism and fault symptom, two local diagnostic SVR of vibration frequency spectrum and vibration amplitude are selected. In vibration frequency spectrum SVR, using five fault symptom parameters of 0 0 0 0 (0.18~0.2) , (1/ 6~1/ 2) ,1 , 2 f f f f and 0 3 f to identify the fault, and 0 f is rotator frequency. In vibration amplitude SVR, using four relations of vibration amplitude and speed, load, scroll casing pressure, discharge as fault symptom parameter to identify the fault. Table 1  and Table 2 are the standard learning samples of vibration frequency spectrum and vibration amplitude [6] . [8] of some hydropower generating unit. Table 3 and Table 4 are the sampling value (already normalization) of two symptom domains. Table 5 is the local diagnostic results of frequency and amplitude symptoms SVR. Table 6 ) as an evidence, then the diagnostic result is unbalance of rotator (confidence boosts to 0.8123), and is correspond to actual condition. Hence many symptoms information fusion can improve basic probability assignment, the uncertainty of hydropower generating unit decrease, the accuracy of fault diagnosis is improved, and this fully reflects that using fusion information of local LS-SVR output to diagnose is very available. is better. For d≤3, the classification and regression effect of polynomial kernel and radial basis kernel is on the same level, but calculation speed of the radial basis kernel is faster than that of the polynomial kernel. Therefore radial basis kernel is introduced.
LS-SVM Compare with Neural Network Model. Using BP network to diagnose test data in order to compare the diagnostic effect of LS-SVM and neural network model. Topological structure of BP network is 5-13-5 and error is 0.001. The result indicates that BP network can diagnose the fault of unbalance of rotator, but its confidence (only 0.66) is lower than the SVM, and this shows that the generalization of BP network is weaker than the SVM.
Conclusion
By applying LS-SVM to the fault diagnosis of hydropower generating unit, the results showed that the SVM generalization is powerful in small samples, especially to acquire fault samples are difficult in fault diagnosis of hydropower generating unit.
Use SVR to initial diagnosis and then use the initial result to decision fusion based on D-S theory. It can be achieved that the weaker diagnostic decision effects support stronger diagnostic decision, and the diversity problems of actual engineering also can be solved.
The fault diagnosis of hydropower generating unit can be achieved fast and availably owing to the effective combination of LS-SVM and D-S theory.
